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LICENSE INFORMATION

The Programs listed below are licensed under the following terms and conditions in addition to those of the International Program License Agreement Z126-6006-00.

Program Name: Toshiba CHEC Client Application Version 7 Release 1 (CHEC Client on 4690 OS or TCx Sky feature)
Program Number: 7701-P01

Supporting Programs

The Program is licensed as a multi-product package and includes the Supporting Programs identified below. Licensee is authorized to install and use such Supporting Programs only to support Licensee's use of the Principal Program under this Agreement and within the limits of the Proofs of Entitlement for the Program (unless broader rights are provided elsewhere in this License Information document). The phrase "to support Licensee's use" would include only those uses that are necessary or otherwise directly related to a licensed use of the Principal Program or another Supporting Program. The Supporting Programs may not be used for any other purpose. Licensee is not authorized to transfer or remarket the Supporting Programs separate from the Principal Program. A Supporting Program may be accompanied by license terms, and those terms, if any, apply to Licensee's use of that Supporting Program. In the event of conflict, the terms in this License Information document supersede the supporting Program's terms. When Licensee's right to use the Program expires or terminates, Licensee must discontinue use, destroy or promptly return all copies of the Supporting Programs to the party from whom Licensee acquired the Program. If Licensee downloaded the Supporting Programs, Licensee should contact the party from whom Licensee acquired the Program. If Licensee wishes to license the Supporting Programs for any use beyond the limits set forth above, please contact a Toshiba Sales Representative or the party from whom Licensee acquired the Program to obtain the appropriate license.

The following are Supporting Programs licensed with the Program:
Toshiba UnifiedPOS for Windows Version 1.14
Toshiba Store Integrator Version 4 Release 2
Toshiba Remote Management Agent Version 3 Release 2
Money Controls Ltd
MEI Inc
ArcaTech Systems LLC

Prohibited Components

Notwithstanding any provision in the Agreement, Licensee is not authorized to use any of the following components or functions of the Program:

Limited Use Program
This Program is supplied only for use with Named Program(s) identified below or their successors. Licensee is prohibited from using this Program in connection with any other software.

Named Program(s):
Toshiba Store Integrator Version 4 Release 2

**Limited Use Program**

This Program is supplied only for use with named hardware or hardware configuration(s) identified below or upgrades to them. Licensee is prohibited from using this Program in connection with any other hardware.

Named hardware or hardware configuration(s):
Toshiba Self Checkout System (Machine Type 4845)
Toshiba Self Checkout System 6 (Machine Type 4888)
Toshiba Self Checkout System 7 (Machine Type 6800)

**Client Device**

Client Device is a unit of measure by which the Program can be licensed. A Client Device is a single user computing device or special purpose sensor or telemetry device that requests the execution of or receives for execution a set of commands, procedures, or applications from or provides data to another computer system that is typically referred to as a server or is otherwise managed by the server. Multiple Client Devices may share access to a common server. A Client Device may have some processing capability or be programmable to allow a user to do work. Examples include, but are not limited to actuators, appliances, automated teller machines, automatic meter readers, cash registers, disk drives, desktop computers, kiosks, notebook computers, personal digital assistant, point-of-sale terminals, sensors, smart meters, tape drives, and technical workstations. Licensee must obtain entitlements for every Client Device which runs, provides data to, uses services provided by, or otherwise accesses the Program and for every other computer or server on which the Program is installed.

**Program-unique Terms**

Toshiba CHEC Client Application V7.1 and Toshiba UnifiedPOS for Windows Version 1.14

This Software can be used only on Toshiba hardware.

Toshiba Store Integrator V4.2

Toshiba Store Integrator is licensed on a per-device basis where "device" is defined as "a Toshiba POS terminal running Toshiba Store Integrator or any client using a virtual session provided by Toshiba Store Integrator running on a POS controller".